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1. Introduction 
Throughout his paper all rings are assumed to be commutative. It is well known 
that a ring R can be embedded in a ring with identity. This fact was proved by 
Dorroh [5], using the following construction. Let R* be the set of ordered pairs 
(r, n), where F E R and n E 2. If (rt* n 1 j, (r2* n2) are in R*, we define 
(rt, PIN) = (‘~,FI,) if and only if 
~~,,q+(~p*)=(‘~ +;2’nl+q’ 
rI =+ nt = n2 , 
(r,, fll) (r2, Q = ty2 + t12q + 5r2, np2). 
Under these operations, R* is a ring with identity (&I) and the mapping r + (I: 0) 
is an imbedding of R into R*. We note that, as a ring, R * is generated by R and the 
identity element (0,i). Such a ring will be calied a unital c:itension of R that is, a 
ring 5’ with identity e is a u&z! extemiun of a subring R if S = (r + rze 1 r E R, n E Z) 
[IS, p, 1 SZ]. It is known that R need not have a unique unital extension. In fact, if R 
has nonzero characteristic, then for each nonnegative integer n, there is a unital ex- 
tension of R that has characteristic nk [S, p. 41. 
We say that R has (Krull) dimension n, and write dim R = n, provided there exists 
a chain PO C PI C . . . C Pn of n + 1 distinct proper prime ideals of R, but no such 
chain of n + 2 prime ideals. If R contains no proper prime ideals, then dim R = -1 l 
In this paper we consider the following questions, where S is a unital extension of 
the ring R: 
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(1) What is a complete set of representatives for the set of unital extensions of a 
ring R? 
(2) )iow is the prime ideal structure of R related to that of S; in particular, what 
are the possibilities for dim S - dim R’? 
(3) What are the possibilities for dim S[X,, . . . . Xn] - dim R [Xl, l ..V X,,]? In 
particular, is this difference “nicely” related to the difference dim S -- dim R’? 
(4) For what sequences {pIi}& of integers does there exist a ring R without 
identity such that dim R = “0 and dim R [Xl, . . . . Xi] = Hi for each i 3 O? 
A version of question (1) was considered by Brown and McCoy [4] and, in fact, 
the distinct R-isomorphism (Brown and McCoy use the terminology strict ixms~- 
phim) classes for the set of unit al extensions of a ring R are determined in 141. 
Some of the results of [4] are reviewed (in different notation and termillology) in 
Section 2. In Example 2.6 we show that unital extensions of a ring R that are 
R-isomorphically distinct need not be isomorphically distinct. 
If S is a unit al extension of R, then R is an ideal of S. Therefore, in studying 
unital extensions of a ring R, it is natural to pass to the tnore general setting in 
which R is merely assumed to be an ideal of the ring S. Under such an assumption, 
we give results in Section 3 that relz he .ieal theory of R to that of S. In fact, 
such results appear throughout the paper and play an important role in our develop- 
ment. For example, if A is an deal of the Ang R, then in Proposition 5.8 we give a 
for snuta for the sequence {dim A G ‘)}czO in terms of a certain set of, prime ideals of R. 
Here A’“) denotes the polynomial ring A [X, , . . . . X,] in rt indeterminates over A 
fd “’ = d). 
In Theorem 4.6 we provide a cclmplcte answer to the latter part of question (2). 
Further, in Proposition 4.8 we give a characterization of those rings R such that 
dim R = dim S for each unital extension S of R. 
Following the terminoloB of [ 11 and (21, we shall call a sequence {N, }zzO of 
integers the dimension sequence for the ring R provided dim Rtm) = N, for each 
integer ~1% 0. We prove in Theorems .C 7 and 5.9 that a sequence {n, )“,;io of non- 
negative integers is the dimension sequence for a commutative ring without identity 
if and only if it is the dimension sequence for a commutative ring with identity, The 
possible dimension sequences far rings with identity have been determined by 
Arnold and Gilmer in [I]. 42 key result in the proof of Theorem 5.7 is Proposition 5.6, 
which shows that if R is a ring of positive dimension with the property that R/P has 
an Sdentity for each proper prime ideal P gf R, then R and S have the same dimen- 
sion sequence for each unital extension S of p. However, we illustrate in Example 5.14 
that, in gmxd, the dimension sequence for S need not be nicely related to that of R. 
Finally, in Section 6, we extend to rings without identity some results, known 
for rings with identity, concerning chains of prime ideals in polynomial rings. 
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2. Unitd extensions 
It is well known that each ring R can be embedded in a ring S with identity. 
Foltowing the terminology of [S], we say that the ring S with identity e fs a unital 
extension of its subring R if S = {r f NCJ i r E R, n E Z); that is, if the subring of S 
generated by R and fe} is S. in this section we determine, for a ring R, the set of 
unit al extensions of R. 
If S is a unit al extension of the ring R, then R is an ideal of S’. Hence our first 
result . Proposit ion ?.1., relates the structure of a ring to that of one of its ideals. 
Proprrsit on 2.1 uses the following terminology and notation. If R 1 is a subring 
of the ring R,, then an ideal A 2 of R2 is said to lie over the ideal A 1 of R 1 if 
A2 “4 = A I; if 6, V and W are noncmpty subsets of R2, then [U : v] w denotes 
the set of elements x in W such that xu E U for each element u of V. 
Ptqwitkm 2. I. Assume that A is an ideal of&e ring R and B is an ideal of the 
ring A. 
( 1) 1f there is an idaI of R &ijtg over B in A, then B is an ideal of R. 
(2) lf B is an ideal of R and C is an ideal of R lying over B in A, therr 
CcfC19=IB:A)R;~&iesorterBinAif’andun!y~[B:AjA=B. 
(3) I$ [B : A Ia4 = B, then B is an idea/ of R.and 
4 
(CtCisan~de~~?~RondBCCc~= [ByAIR) 
is the set uf ideuIs of R lying over B in A. In this case, the structure of g/B as an 
R-module is essentially the same as its structure as un R/A-module, and 
Roof. (1) is clear. in (2), AC E A R C = B, and hence 6 c W. From the definition 
of 38 it follows that g 0 A = [B : AlA. Hence g n A = B if and only if [B : AlA = B. 
Assume that [B : AJA = B and r ER Then 
r&A =rA* BCfA- BCB, 
and hence rB (L: (B : AlA = 18, Therefore B is an ideal of R. TZle assertion of (3) con- 
cerning the set of ideals of R Iying over B in .4 then follows easily from (2). Since 
AC18 c B, the structure of cle/B as an R-module is essentially the same as its struc- 
ture as an R/A-module. Cl 
* 
The case of Proposition 2.1 in which R is a unital extension of A is of special 
interest. 
Proposition 2.2. Assume that R is a unital extension of the ring A. If B is arz d 
of A, then B is an ideal of R. If Ctl is an ideal of R lying over B in A, therl C ) is 
principal modub B; if IB : AjA = B und 93 = IB : A)R = B + (ar), then 
CB + (nQ)&* is the set of idea& of R Iying over B in A. 
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ptoof. It is clear that S is an ideal of R. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, the struc- 
ture of C&Y3 as an R-module is essentially ;he same as its structure as an R/A- 
module. !bCe R is a unital extension of A, R/A ZY Z/(772) for some nonnegative in- 
teger m and the structure of Co/f3 as an R-module is essentially the same as its 
structure as an abefian group. Because C@3 F (C@ + A)/,4 5 R/A, it follows that 
C”&# is a cyclic R-module; that is, Co = B + (x0) for some x0 E R. In particular, 
if [D : A IA = B andCT6 = 1B + (a), then {f3 + (rra)}IzO is the set of ideals of R be- 
tween B and%, and hence {D + (~a)]:+ is the set of ideals of R lying over B in A. III 
In the notation of Proposition 2.2, we observe that if R/A z Z/(m),. where 
~lt > 0, then in the case in which [l3 : A]A = B, the element at can be chosen to be 
of the form P t kr, where Q E 4, k is a positive divisor of m, and e is the identity 
element of R. !n this case there are only finitely many ideals of R lying %lver R in 
A ; in fact. there are m/k such ideals. 
If R is a ring, then the abetian group R G 2 admits a unique ring multiplication 
such that the mapping I --+ (I, 0) is a ring isontorphism and (0, 1) is the identity eIe- 
ment for the ring. The ring R* obtained in this way is a unitaf extension of R; in 
the terminology of 18, p. 51, R* is &e rirrg obttiined fiorn R hr) the UWKV&U~ ud- 
junctiw ofart identity of’chrrrocteristic Q. R* is the ring originally used by 
Dorroh [!5] to prove that R can be embedded in a ring with identity. Identifying 
(r, 0) with I and letting e = (0, ‘i), the elements of R * are uniquely expressible in
the form I t ke, where r E R and k E 2. If S is a unitaJ extension of R with identity 
element e’, then the mapping I + rte -* r + ne’ of R* onto S is an R-homomorphism. 
Hence if {Co) is the set of ideals of R* lying over (0) in R, then {R*/C$ is the 
family of unital extensions of R. It follows from Proposition 2.2 and its proof that 
each CD is principal as an iu,eai of R*, s;ly Ca = (Q + kae), where k, 3 0, and the 
ideal generated by Q + k,e coincides with the additive group generated by 
Q + kae. If some k, is positive, then the smallest such integer ks, is a divisor of 
each k,, and is called the mode of R. If each kB is zero, then we say that R has 
n&e 0; this is the terminology of Brown and McCoy 14). In words, R has mode 
zero if no nonzero element of R acts like a nonzero integer under multiplication, 
and in the contrary case, the mode of R is the smallest positive integer k such that 
for some element  in R, IX = kx for each x in R, The mode of R is a divisor of the 
characteristic of R, R ha!; mode 1 if and only if R has an identity, and if R has 
mode 0, then R* is the unique,unital extension of R it?]. 
If [(0) : R],R = (0) - that is, if R admits no total zero divisor (literally; if R ad- 
mits no total zero divisor other than 0) - then Proposition 2.2 implies that there is 
an element (k = I + ke in R*, where k is the mode of R, such that {(~a,);+, is the 
set of ideJs of R’ lying over (0) in R, and hence {R*/(~a)),“,,o is the set of unital 
extensions of R, We set R, = R*/(w). If k = 0, then rz = 0, and each R, is R*; if 
k $0, then it is easy to prove that RJR 2 Z/(nk) for each n It follows that to 
within R-isomorphism, the rings R, are distinct (in the terminology of Brown and 
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McCoy. R, is not strict& isrmlrrrphic to R, for rt If m) if R has nonzerc mode. On 
the other hand, we show presently that for each integer k > 0, there is a ring S of 
mode k such that S has no total zero divisor, but S, ‘zr S,,, for all n,m 2 0. in sum- 
mary, we have proved the following result. 
Thtturem 2.3. Ll,et R* be the ring c&tuined from R by the canonical udjuncticrn of 
art identity of chllraiWristic 0. 
(l)If {C/3) . tE is re set of id&s of R* l’irlg over (0) in R, then {R*/C,) is the set 
of unital exte&ons of R. Eush Co is principal as an ideal of R * and is cyclic us un 
~bc~lirrrl g tjup. If smze CB is ntlnzero, then there is 4 positive integer k, the mode of 
R, such mrh Cl is the fimn + kn9e)for rp in and some in 2. 
R bus t~~tul zerO then there is an clement = r ke in such 
that ,,“zo is set of R that over (0) R. If = 0, R’ is 
ur@it* unitul elf R. If k > 0, then {R, fr+ is the set of unital exten- . 
siflns trf R, where R, = R*/(na); the rings R, are distinct to within R-isomotphism. 
Rem& 2.4. If R has characteristic (1 > 0, then mqe E [(O) : R]R* and 
(mge) n R = (0) for each positive integer pn. Thus, in the notation of Theorem 2.3, 
{(We)&* c fc,]. This containment may be proper; for example, if R is the ring 
42/242!, then the mode of R is 2 and the characteristic of R is 6. The ring R*/(mqe) 
is the ring tjbtained from R by the cunonical adjunction of an identity of character- 
istic- mg IS, p. 5 J. 
If R has no total zero divisors, then RI = R*/(a) appears, in many ways, to be the 
most “efficient” unital extension of R. For example, iR */R I is minimal in the set 
{E/RI ), as S ranges over all unit al extensions of R: if R has a regular element, then 
the total quotient ring T of 2 has an identity e’ and R 1 is isomorphic to the subring 
R [e' 1 of T generated by R and e’. To prove this, let Q, : R * -+ R [e’] be defined by 
#(r + me) = F + me’ . 
Since R has no total zero divisors (because R has a regular element), there is an ele- 
ment a = x + ke in R* such that the kernel of Cp is contained in (a). For each ele- 
ment I in R, 
O=ar=xr+kr. 
In particular, if I is regular in R, then 
O=:(xr+&r)r-‘=x+ke’=~a); 
that is, ar is in the kernel of $I. Therefore (cu) is the kernel of C#J and R [e’] 2 R* 
We turn to the problem of showing that the rings Ri need not be isomorphically 
distinct. 
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Pwposit ion 2.5. Assume that K is a ring with identity, S is a ring with IIO total tern 
divisors, and T = R a S, IXen T has no total zero divisors, and for each n > 0, 
Tn zRsS,,. 
Proof, It is clear that Thas no total zero divisors. We prove first that To 2 R e S,; 
that is, T’ 12, R e S*. If e denotes the identity element of T*, e’ is the identity of R, 
and eH is the identity of S*, then it is straightforward toverify that the mapping 
(I, s) + ke * (r + ke’, s + ken) 
is an isomorphism between the rings T” and R gt S*. If the ring S has mode k, and 
s is the unique element of S such that sx = kx for each element x in S, then T has 
mode k and (ke’, s) = a’ is the unique element of T such that a’t = kt for each t in 
T. It follows that T, = T*/(m), where QI = (--LX’, s) + ke, for each integer n 3 0. 
Under the isomcrphism between T* and R e S* described above, (x is mapped to 
(01 -s + ke”) = a” and ft~r is mapped to rrclr”. Consequently, 
Tn = T*/(m) 2 (R B S * )&tar” j z R E+ (S */[n(-s + ken))) t 
Finally, since S has mode k and sx = kx for each x in S, 
S’/(n(-s f ke”)) = S n 
and Tn 2 R f~ Sn, as asserted in the proposition. a 
Example 2,6. Let k be a positive integer, and let S be a ring of mode k without 
totd zero divisors CkZ is such a ring). For each i,j 3 0, let Ry be the ring Si and let 
N be the complete direct sum of the family {Rf*}i ao of ring; R is a ring with 
identity. if T = R e S, then T is a ring of mode 4R , ’ has no total zero divisors, and 
for each n 2 0, 
Thus the family {T&~, represents only one isomorphism class, akhough, to within 
T-isomorphism, the rings Ti and Ti are distinct for i +j. 
It is clear that by a variation of the construction used in Example 2.6, and by 
proper choice of the rings 5’. numerous possibilities for the isomorphism classes of 
t!-#e family (7; &, where T is of mode k and has no total zero divisors, can be 
rcaked. 
3, Dimension theory for ideals 
Our purpose in this sectian is to relate the (Krull) dimension of a ring R to that 
of an ideal A of R; we restrict o the case in which R is finite-dimensional. In
Section 4 WC shall consider the case where R is a unital extension of A. Parts of our 
first result, Proposition 3.1, already appear in [3]. 
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Proposition 3. I. Assume that A is a proper i&al of the ring R, Y is a proper prime 
ideaI of A, and the ideal Q uf A is P-primury. 
( t ) Q is an ideui of R and the ideal [Q : A ] R of R lies over Q in A. 
(2) ‘3 = \P : A jR is thP unique prime ideal of R lying oLter P in A and R, z A,. 
(3) Jf there is u fmed positive integer n such ?hat X* E Q for each x in P, then 
[Q:AIRis [P:‘41R-p rimarv and [Q : A iR is the unique primary ideal of R lying 
over Q in A. 
(4) If R has an identity and A is maximal in R, then the folluwing conditions 
are equivalent : 
(a) P is prime in R, 
(b) A/P is a rhg withour identity. 
(c) Q is primurv in R. 
cd) A/Q is a ring without identity. 
In particuhr, if R is quasi-local with maximal ideal A, then each prime ideal of A is 
prime in R, 
Roof, Except for the assertion that Rp and Ap itxe isomorphic, ( I)--- (3) appear as 
[?, Proposition 3.11. We use the following kmma to prove that R:, and A, are iso- 
morphic; its proof is straightforward and will be omitted (cf. 1’8, (2.8)]). 
Lemma 3.2. Assun~r that A is an ideal of the ring R and N is a multiplicative system 
in R such that A 17 1% ;;f 9. ?&en JCV is isomorphk: tea AA niV. 
To estabiish (4) of the proposition, we first note that the equivalence of(b) and 
(d) is proved in 16, Lemma 31. If(d) fails, then A/Q is a nontrivial direct summand 
of the ring R/Q, and hence the zero ideal of R/Q is r,ot primary. Consequently, (c) 
implies (d). 
(a) 9 (c). We have Q e P, and P is contained in the radical of Q in R. Hence to 
prove that Q is primary in R, we need only prove that if x,y E R are such that 
xy E Q and x $E P, then y E Q. Since P is prime in R, y E P. If x E A, then y E Q 
since Q is P-primary as an ided of A. If x 4 A, then 1 = rl + bx for some a in A and 
binR,andy-uy=bxyEQ. ChoosezinA -I? Since 1 --a$PandPisprimein 
R 
z(l - u)=z -42~ P. 
But ..I@ - a.d = (y - ay)z is in Q, a primary ideal of A. Consequently, y E Q and Q 
is primary in R. 
(b) =$ (d j. Consider elements 1x1 and v of R such that xy E R If x and y are in A, 
then x or y is in P. If, say, x Q A, theny E A, and as in the proof that (a) implies (c), 
there is an element a in A such that y - yo E R Since A/P is a ring without identity, 
there is an element b in A such that b - ub $E J? Consequently,  E P for 
b(y - ay) = y(b -- ob) E R 
‘I’his com;rrletes the proof that con&tions (4(a)-(d) a= equiVdent+ Cl . 
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ff R is quasi-focal with maximal ideal A, then for each proper prime ideal P of A, 
R/P is qu~s~~~~~~ with a~~~ ideati A/P. Tilts the ring R/~~ is inde~~~p~sab~e, 
and consequently A/P is a ring without identity. 
In Section 5 we shall prove a generalization of Coraliaby 3.3 (Proposition 5.8) 
that yields a formula for the dimension of an architrary maxi&ma1 prime ideal of a 
ring. 
Corollas 3.4, Assume that A is an ideal of the ring R. 
(l~dimA~dimR~dimA+dim(RjA)tl. 
(2 ) If there is u’ maximal prime ideal of R uf rmk dim R that does not ccmtain A, 
then dim A = dim R ; if no such ~~~1 Verne ideal exists, thiecn dim A < dim R. 
Proof. For (I ), see f7, Corollary 3.21. 
If PO C P, C .*. C Pk is a chain af praper prime ideds of R of length k = dim R, 
where A $ Pk, then Propositian 3.1(2) implies that 
P,nACP,flAC...Cp,nA 
k a chain of distinct proper prime ideals of A. Therefore dim A > k, and equality 
habsds: 
dimA =k=dimR. 
If each rn~im~ prime of R of length dim R contains A, then we take a chrrin 
P&P, c .**CP* 
af proper prime ideals of A of length t = dim A. Consequently, 
is a chain oft distinct primes of R; since A !$ [Pt : AIR, the hypothesis on R implies 
that there is a maxim& prime P of R such that [Pt : A], C P. Therefore 
dimR>t+113dimA. El 
@ 
colrotlary 3.5. Assume that A is an ideal of t%s ristg R swh th#t 4A = R, 37~1 
dim A = dim R. Hence tf B is an ideal of R, then dim & = dim 4B. 
bf. The first statement of the corollary follows from Corollary 3*4 and the fact 
that na proper adical ideal of R, and hence no proper prime ideal of R, contains A. 
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The second asserti@rn follows from the first by considering B 3s an ideaI of the 
ring &J. 
More generally. under the hypothesis of the corollary, if P is 3 prime ideal of A, 
then 4 P, the radical of P in R, is the unique prime ideal of R lying over P in ‘4. Cl 
4. Dimension theory of unital extensions 
This section represents 3 specialization of the setting of the previous ection to 
3 consideration of the relationship between the dimension of 3 commutative ring R 
and the dimension of 3 unitai extension of R. Our first result is 3 direct corollary 
to Corollary 3.4. 
hoposition 4.1. If S is Q unitil extension of R, theft 
dimRGdimS<dimR +2; 
if S/R is rxst isomr;lrphic to 2, then 
dimSGdimR + 1. 
it is easy to see that each of the values 0. I, 2 can be realized 3s dim R * - dim R for 
an integtaf domain R of dimension  2 0 and for the cananical unital extension R* 
of R. For example, 
dim R’ -dimR=O 
ifR =: {X,, .“., Xn}Q[Xp . . . . X,]; 
dim R* - dim R = 1 
if R is the maximai ideal of a rank n + 1 valuation ring of tthe form K + R, where K 
is a field of nonzero characteristic; and 
dim R* -dimR=2 
if R is the maximal ideal of a rank n + I valuation ring of the form K + R, where K 
is a field of characteristic 0. Neverthetess, the case in which dim R* - dim R = 2 is 
exceptional, as is shown by the next result. 
Ropodion 4.2. Let S be u unital extension ofR, where dim R = k > 0. 
(1) If dim S = k + 2, then R is (I prime ideal of S, each chain of proper prime 
ideals of S of length k + 2 contains R, and S is isomorphic to R *. 
(2) If R has positive made, then dim S < k + 1. 
Roof. If dim S = k + 2, then Proposition 4.1 implies that R is prime in S. If 
P, C PI C . . . C Pk+z is a chain of proper prime ideals of 3;. then 
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is a chain of proper prime ideals of R, contrary to the assumption that R has dimen- 
sion k. Hence R c pk+! C f&+2* and because s/R is a homomorphic image of 2, it 
follows that R = P k+l, S/k is isomorphic to 2, and S is isomorphic to R’, the ring 
obtained from R by the canonical adjunction of an identity of characteristic 0.
We prove the contrapositive of (2): if dim S = k + 2, then R has mode 0. The 
proof of ( 1) shows that there is a prime ideal P of S= R* properly contained in R. 
Hence 
and R has mode zero, as asserted. El
We note that in considering the dimension ofS and R, where S is a unital exten- 
sion of H, there is no loss of generality in assuming that R has no total zero divisors. 
For if A = x/[(O) : Rlff, then A is contained in each prime ideal of R and in each 
prime ideal of S so that 
dim R = dim R/d. dim S = dim S/d , 
and S/d is a unital extension of R/d ; moreover, [A : R]R = A, for if xr E A for each 
I in R, then x2 E A, and since A is a radical ideal, x EA. It follows that RI/A has no 
total zero divisors. 
If R is a ring with no total zero divisors and R* is the ring obtained from R by 
the canonical adjunction of an identity of characteristic 0, then we recall from 
Section 2 that there is an element ~lr = x + k of R*, where k is the mode of R, such 
that (a) = ((0) : R] R* and such that {R’/(rra)}~~o is the set of unital extensions of 
R. We use this fact presently. 
Proposition 4.3. Assume thut the ring R hu:, no total zeru divisors and S is u u&z1 
extmsiurr of R. [f dim R* 3 2, then dim S = dim R ‘. 
‘kof. I& PO C PI C . . . C Pm be a chain of proper prime ideals of R*, where 
dim R* = m 2 2. Since the dimension of R*/R z 2 is 1, PO i! R and Proposition 3.1 
implies that f O = [f. f~ R : R ] 
then follows that 
Re. in particltlar, fo contains [(O) : RIR* = (a). It 
fo/(na) C f ,/(na) C .== C Pm&m) 
is a chain of proper primes of R”/(m) for each n 2 0. Consequently, 
~tl G dim R*/(na) < dim R* = m , 
and each unit al extension of R has dimension m Cl 
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The next two results use the notation of the paragraph preceding the statement 
of Proposition 4.3. In particular, the ring R is assumed to have no total zero divisors. 
bposition 4.4. Assuntc rlurt S is a urrifdl extension of R. If dim R 2 1, then 
dimS=dirnR*.IfdimR=-l,t11e~zdin~R’=l,andifS#R*,t~re~zdimS=O. 
Proof. Assume that dim R 2 1. if dim R* 2 2, then Proposition 4.3 implies that S 
and R” have the same dimension. if dim R* = 1, let Q. C Q1 be a chain of proper 
prime ideals of R. Then 
tQo : RIR* = IQ1 : RIR’ 
is a ohain of proper primes of R* and (ar) = [(O) : RlR+ is contained in [Q. . R 1,*. 
consequently, dim S Z 1 and equality holds: 
dim S = 1 . 
Since R has dimension _-- 1 if and only if each element of R is nilpotent, the as- 
sertions of the proposition regarding this case are clear. EI 
Proposition 4.5. lf R is a zero-dimensional ring, then dim R* 2 1. If dim R* = 1. 
rhcn either aI/ cjther unitul extensions have dimension I ot hey all have dimension 0.
Proof. It is clear that the dimension of R * is at least 1. Suppose that dim S = 1 for 
some unital extension S of R such that S # R’. Assume that (na) is the kernel of 
the R-homomorphism of R* orlto S, and let 
h~cQOCQlt 
where Q0 and Q, are proper prime ideals of R*. If Q. n R C R, then 
Qo= LQ,*R’~lR~ 
and Q. contains (ar); thus each unital extension of R distinct frotn R* has dimension I. 
IfR 5 QO, then, in fact, Q0 = R. But then (.na) c R, and 
(0) = (na) n R = (nat) .
15 follows that either n = 0 or Q = 0; that is, e&r S z R’ or R* isthe unique wital 
extension of R. CI 
Propositions 4.2-4.5 contain a complete analysis of the possibilities for dim R 
and dim S, where S is a unit al extension of R. We summarize these results in Theo- 
rem 4.6. 
Theorem 4.6. Assume that R” is the ring obrained from R by the canonical 
tion of an idenrir_v ofcharacteristic 0, and let S denote aunital extension oj R net 
rsomorphic toR *. The possibilities for dim R, dim R * and dim S me g&en !I_~ the 
folio wing chart : 
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__-_--I 
_I-- - 
dim R dim R* dim S ____ _p_-__I. _... _I P _.-_--c__-I- 
. I 1 0 
-1 
0 { 
1 
2 
I 
n n 
na 1 n+l n+l 
n+2 no ah+3 s 
_. _ __--__ -__- -- ___I..----“.-_P_yc_ _. 
In relation to the chart of Theorem 4.6, we seek next to answer the following 
two quest ions. 
Answers to (I) and (-2) are contained in Propositions 4.7 and 4.8. 
Imposition 4.7. Assume that R is u zewdimensiwwl ring such thut dim R* = 1, 
and let {PA ) be thu sat of proper prime ideals of R. 
(a) lf R JPh has an identity for euch X, then each unital extension uf R tbt is not 
isomurphic to R* has di?witsion 0. 
(b) If R/P, is P ring without identity for some X, then each unital extansi~n of R 
that is not isomorphic to R’ has dimension I. 
Roof, There is no loss of generaby in assuming that R has no total zero divisors and 
that R has positive mode k. Then in the notation of Section 2, {R,}Ko is the set of 
unital extensions of R, where Hi = R* &at). To prove the proposition, we need only 
show that Ri, for i > 0, has dimension 0 if eat,% R/P& has an identity, or dimension 1 
if some RIP, has no identity. Since Ri is a homomorphic image of R*, 
dimRiG I. 
For a fixed A, we let Pi be the unique prime ideal of Ri lying over Ph in R. The 
domain Ri/I’i is a unital extension of the domain RIph. Hence if RIP, has an iden- 
tity, then Ri/Pi 2 RIP,, and Pi is maximal in R,. If RIP, has no identity, then 
R/P& is a nonzero proper ideal of R& RilP; is /&lot a field, and Pi is not maximal 
in Ri* It follows that Ri has dimension 1 if some RIP, is a ring without identity. 
And if each R/PA has an identity, then the observations just made show that each 
chain 
PO C Q1 c ..- c Q, 
of proper primes of R, with R $ Q. has length 0, whereas each chain with R G Qo 
also has length 0 because RJR z Z/(M), a zero-dimensional ring. This completes 
the proof of the proposition. U 
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Proposition 4.8. Assurnc that dim R = k 2 1. 1~ nrder that the dimmsion of R * be 
equa! to thP dimcnsiort of R, the following conditiorts are necessary and sufficient: 
( I ) R/P hns at1 identity for such prim P of R of rank k. 
(2) For each prime Pof R of rank k - 1, R/P has mmero mode; that is, P is not 
prime in R *. 
Proof. Suppose that ( 1) fails and that P is a prime ideal of R of rank k such that 
R/P does not have an identity. Then as in the proof of Proposition 4.7, P* = [P : RI** 
is not a maximaI ideal of R*, and hence dim R* > dim R. Assume that (2) fails and 
that P is a prime of R of rank k - 1 such that R/P has mode 0. Then P is prime in R *, 
and if 
P()C P, C... C Pk-1 =P 
is a chain of prime ideals of R af length k -‘- 1, then 
[PO : RIR* c . . . C [Pk_2 : RIRe C PC R CR + 2R* 
b a chain of primes of R* of length k + 1 3 dim R. Thus, if dim R* = k, then (I) and 
(2) are satisfied. 
Next assume that there is a unital extension S of R such that dim S > dim R, 
and let 
be a chain of prime ideals of S of length t = dim S. It follows that Qt contains R. If 
QI = R, then Q. C . . . C Qt _t is a chain of proper prime ideals of R, so dim R 2 t - I. 
But Qt_l has rank t - 1 and the mode of R/Q, _1 is zero, so (1) fails. Thus assume that 
Qt 3~ IfQ,_, contains R, then Qt_t =RandS=R’.ThenQOC...CQ,_zisa 
chain of prime ideals R and the rank of Qt__z is at least k - 1, although R/Q+? has 
mode zero. If Ql__r does not contain R, then 
QO”R C . . . CQ,_l nR ‘F 
is a chain of prime ideals of R and k = t - 1. But then QI_l n R has rank k, while 
RICO, _ f n R) does not have an identity, for this would imply that Qr_t is maximal 
s. a 
Dimension sequences 
For the ring R, we let R(“) denote the polynomial ring R [X,, . . . . Xm] irp m in- 
deterrninates over R. If R has finite dimension o, then dim R(“) = nm is fulite for 
each positive integer m, and the sequence (ni&-, is caDed the dimension sequence 
for R. In [ 11, Arnold and Gilmer have determined al1 sequences of nonnegative in- 
tegers that can be realized as the dimension sequence for a ring with identity . In this 
section we consider the same problem for rings without identity, and in Thcwm S.tO 
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we show that for rings with nonnegative dimension, the set of dimension sequences 
for rings without identity coincides with the set cf dimension sequences fur rings 
with identity. We begin by considering the triv’al case dim R = - 1. 
Proof. The dimension of R is - 1 if and OIVY :f eh eiement of R is nilpotent. But 
if this occurs. then it is also the case that & c *nt of Rt*) is nilpotent. There- 
fore dim R(*) = - 1. tl 
Throughout the remainder of this se DI r’ s.- es a ring with nonnegative 
finite dimension. In order to determine ‘tie se . Able dimension sequences for 
such a ring, we must first extend to rings withi, _% . . ‘*-I certain results that are 
known for rings with identity. 
bposition 5.2. If A is u rudicd i&xl oj’ R%P~ VI’ = .: i R, L w B@) c A. 
Roof. It suffices to show that each element of y le fern * * .i in A, where b E B 
and nr = A*1 . . . 
bm2 E Rcn \ 
X> for some nonwegati?‘:: ~egers Q, ._ en. Sire/! PI E B c A and 
. it follows that h(hm2) = (br& EA. Sin;:- 4 is a t&~-al ideal, bnt E A 
as we wished to show. U 
If P is a proper prime idcal of R(“i, hqti it is an im L-H ‘j;ate CL~. 
b 
.ance of 
Proposition 5 .Z that P (1 R is a proper rime ideal of R, ‘6~ if P c: I R, then 
R’“’ c P, contrary to the assumption that P rs proper. Xh $I:; _ 1 I .c remainder 
of this section we use r(P) to denote the rarl, of the pruy +ttr: i&al P of the 
ring R; that is, r(P) = dim R,. 
Roof. For a fixed X, if we set N, = R -- MA, then 
“!;I ~ = R;;; --“(Ran), VA ’ 
Hence dim R&L G dim Rf”) for each X. Now let 
C: PO c P, c l . . c Pt 
be a chain of proper prime ideals of R(“) of length t = dim Rf@. It. foZfows from 
Proposition 5.2 that P= Pt n R is a proper prime ideal of R. Since R is assumed to 
have finite dimension, there exists a maximal prime ideal &f of R such that P 5 M. 
The chain C? extends to a chain of prime ideals of R2@j of length t, so we have 
t G dim R, irr) < dim R”) zz t ( 
Therefore I‘ = dim I?;? The ring R, 
of Pt to R,$\ then 
has an identity, and if pt” denotes the extension 
. 
r(PP) = I = dim Rf$) . 
By f I, Ccmllary 2.91, Pp fi R, is a maximal ideaI of R,. ft follows that P = M. ff 
I%af. tRt {MA )xE,, be the set of maximal prime ideals of R. For each X m A, R,, 
is a Ncretherian ring with identity, so 
dim R!=j = dim R 
A Mh 
+ II. 
It follows from Pr~~p~siti~n 5.3 that 
dim R@) = sup {dim $1) = M + sip {dim RMA ) = M f dim R = N + k, Cl 
h 
Proof. For each maximal ideal M of R, R* is a zero-dimensional ring with identity. 
Hence dim Rli;) = n for each positive integer II. The corollary then follows from 
Pr~~~ti~r~ 5.3. cf 
A natural appruach to characterizing the dimension sequences for rings without 
identity wot.dd be to obtain a “nice” re~ati~n~ip between the dimension sequence 
of a ring and that of a unital extensian. That one cannot, in general, expect to obttin 
such a relationship is illustrated by Example 5.14. We show, however, in the following 
result hat for a certain class af rings, the dimension sequence for the ring coincides 
with that of any unital extension. 
hof. For n = 0, the result follows from Propositions 4.3 and 4.8. Thus a~u~~e that 
n > 0, and let Q be a prime ideal of St*) such that Q 2 Rtnk We show that the *e is 
no prime ideaI P of ?@I such that Q 2 P and P 2 R@? Otherwise, Q0 = Q n S is a 
prime ideal of S such that 
If we set pb = p0 nR, then R/P& has an identity; that is, there exists t f R -- Pb 
such R. 
then have shown 
Q. Rtn) Therefore 
C . C 
is chaiti prime af z and S/R a 
image Z, follows k n 1. dim 2 . is easy of 
5.3 n 1 G dim Rcn). Since R(R) is an ideal af Z#‘, 
dim R’“’ G dim Stn) T 
so it follows that dim R@) = dim S(? If Qk 2 RI”), then 
QO 6 R’“) C . . . C Qk f~ RCn) 
is a chain of k + 1 distinct proper prime ideais of Rtn? Therefore we have that 
k G dim R(“) 0 dim Stn) = k * 
so dim R(n) = dim $n! Cl 
We mention an alternate proof of Proposition 5.6 that is based on Proposition 5.3. 
Thus, with the hypothesis of Proposition 5.6, let Ma be a maximal prime ideal of S. 
If Ma does not contain R, then sdM z RM nR. If Ma contains R, then the proof of 
Proposition 5.6 shows that each pr?me of &ontained in M”& contains R; hence MO 
has height 1, and R is the unique prime of S properly contained in Mar if S/R 2 2, 
while Ma has height 0 otherwise. It follows that either ?CM is zero-dimensional or
Stw, is one dimensional with a unique minimal prime ide$, the extension of R to 
sllrl,; moreover, since S/R 
1 R $! Ma 1, 
and because .SM~ z RManR, & & 
dim A?) < dim R(“1 $ dim Stn) 
for each la. The proof of our next result is based on considerations similar to those 
we have just mzde. 
Th~mn 5.3. Each dimension sequmce for a ring without identity is PISO the 
dimension squmce for a ring with identity. 
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Roof. Let s be the dimension for the If dim = 0, it follows 
Corollary 5.5 s is the for each ring (with without 
identity) dimension Thus we assume dim R 1. It from 
Proposition 5.3 that 
s I?@1 ))” M,, n4’ 
(MA )he ,\ 
and if 
is the set of maximal prime ideals of R. If we set S = I& ARM, 
where IV& is the extension of Mk to HM 9 then {Qx)hEh is the set of maximal 
ideals of J$. Moreover, Spx = Rmb for each s, in A. It is now an easy consequence of
Proposition 5.3 that S also has dtmension sequence s.Since each RMA has an identity, 
it follows that SjP has an identity for each proper prime ideal P of S, If T is any 
unital extension of S, then by Proposition 5.6, 7’ has dimension sequence s.S 
We obtain the converse of Theorem by the sequence 
an A a R. next gives formulation the se- 
for in of ideals R. 
5.8. A an oj* ring and (Pk be set of prime 
ideals of R that ore maximai with respect o not contaitimg A. tj A is considered as 
a rirrg, then 
dim A = max {r(PJ) 
IlEA 
and the dimension sequence for A is 
(max {dim R@) })” 
En ?A n=O’ 
1Rroof, The first assertion is equivalent o the second for the case n = 01, and hence 
we prove only the second assertion. If k = dim RF:, then there exists a chain 
,’ 
QoC-CQk 
l 
of k + 1 prime ideals of R@) QUC~ that 
Q,r-b@C . ..CQk fM(“, 
is a chain of k + I distinct proper prime ideals of A@? It follows that 
dim .4 (nJ > max {dim RF: } . 
AE ‘2 
Suppose that dim A In) = t and let 
P{j C ..* C Pi 
he a chain of I + 1 proper prime ideals of A(*? If 
for 0 G i G t, then P’ C . . . 
,s 
C pi is a chain distinct prime ideals of I?(*? 
Moreover, Pi ,4tnj, there exists X E A such that pr n R C PA. But then 
dim RF! 2 I, so the result follows. El 
Before proceeding with our next result, Theorem 5.9, we review some not at ion 
and terminology introduced in [ I ]. 
Jf s = {ni& is a sequence of nonnegative integers. then the sequence 
t ?fi ._- ni _*]El is called the tlifJ~nce se~uvnc~ for s. Let Cz be the set of sequences 
s = {rZi)go f nonnegative integers uch that the associated iffekence sequence 
{lJi>Gl has the following properties: 
(l)R*+ I hi, 34 SC..; 
(2) there is a positive integer k such that 1 G t& = t&+1 = . . . . 
For st, . . . . ci? (D s, in 6, where si = {)I~ }. 
4 quence s= (~z&& where nj = sup {PI) ? 
, sup {+ . . . . sr) is defined to be the se- 
W * l **I flj ) for each j 2 0. In [I], Arnold and 
Cilmer have shown that 
is the set of sequences of nonnegative integers that can be realized as the dimension 
sequence for a ring with identity. In fact, ifs Erb with s = sup {sP ,.., S& where 
si E d for 1 G i G r, then it is shown in [ 1, Theorem 4.101 that there exists a sefffi- 
quasi-iota1 domain D with maximal ideals MI, M, . . . , hf.. such that DM~ has dimension 
sequence Siand D has dimension sequence s This construction will be useful in the 
proof of our next result. 
Theorem 5.9. Each dime&m sequence for u ring with identity is also the dimension 
sequence for an integm? domain gaithat identity. 
PfOOf. Suppose that S = {!2i)go is th? dimension sequence for a ring with identity. 
As in Theorem 5.7, we assume that no 3 1. Since s f 9, there exist sequences 
S1 , l **, st Ed such that s = sup (sl, . . . . s,‘). Set so = (i + I}&. Then so 63, and 
since ~0 Z I, we have s = sup {so, sl, . . . , sr}. Let D be a semi-quasi-local domain with 
dimension sequence s and with maximal ideals {Mi);=o such that Dlcl, has dimension 
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sequence si for 0 < i G m f 1, Theorem 4. IO]. MO is an integral domain without 
identity and we show that MO has dimension sequence s. Since s = sup{sl, .. . . sr), 
it follows that 
It is now an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.8 that dim i%$) = dim Dtn) 
for each nonnegative integer 12. cl 
Combining Theorems 5.7 and 5.9, we obtain the principal result of this section. 
Theorem 5.10. A sqpmce of nontlegutive integers is the dimension sequence for 
a ring withmt identity ij’arrd cm& ifit is the dimcnsiorl sequence ji~r a ring with 
identity. 
Ca?rotlary 5.1 I. Let {n&i”=* be the dimension sequence for the ring R, and let 
{di 1; I be the mrrespcsndi~lg dijference sequence. Then 1 G di G no 
arid fclr some positirv integei IPI, the sequeme {di)Em is constant. 
+ 1 for each i
Proof. Since (nijgO is the dimension sequence for a ring with identity, the corollary 
follows immediately from [ 1, Theorem 4.11. Cl 
A question that arises in relation to Proposition 5.8 is the following. If the ring R 
has 9 “nice” dimension sequence and A is an ideal of R, is it also the case that A 
has a “nice” dimension sequence? For example, if R is Noetherian, then {n + dim R}g&, 
is the dimension sequence for R. If .4 is an ideal of R, then is {n + dim A),“=* the 
dimension sequence for A’? Following the notation of [ 11, we den&e by %?, the 
class of commutative rings R (with or without identity) such that r(Q) = r(Q(@) for 
each proper prime ideal Q of R. It is a consequence of Proposition 5.3 and [ 1, 
Corollary 2.91 that if R is a ring of dimension k and R E %Xn, then dim R(“J = k + n. 
In particular, if R E 34,, where 
%a3 =nm,. 
n=l 
then {k + n)&O is the dimension sequ.ence for R. Vriifer domains and Noetherian 
rings are in 9,. In the following result we show that if R E vn, then so is each 
nonzero ideal of R. 
Ptqmsition 5. t 2. If R E 39 n, then each ideal of R is in W @I. In particulur, fl 
R E W, and A is an ideaI of R, then A E 32,, so the dimension sequence for A is 
{n + dim A);+-,. 
hf. Let A be an ideal of R, where R E ‘%,, and let P be a proper prime ideal of 
A, If P, = fP : A JR, then Proposition 3.1 (2) implies that r(pl) = r(p). Further 
T’ = lycn, : A’“)jR(“) , 
so ,(pl”‘) = r@“)). Since R E%, , we have 
r(P’“‘) = I.(@) ) = r(P f 1 ) = r(F) I 
Proposition 5.12 yields an alternate proof of Corollary 5.4, for if R is a Noetherian 
ring. then R is an ideal of the Noetherian ring R*. 
In Proposition 5.8 we showed that if S is a unitd extension of R, then the se- 
quence (dim Sfnj - dim R@j ]yzo may be the constant sequence 0.0, 0, . . . . We shall 
now give bounds on dim S@) - dim Rln) and give an example to show that, in 
general, the sequence {dim Stn) - dim Rc”)) need not be well-behaved. 
Proposition 5.13. Let S be a unitd exttmsim of' the ring R. For each nonnegative 
integer n, 
0 G dim S(“) - dim R’“) G n + 3 i.
hoof. Rt@ is an ideal of S@), sg by Corollary 3 4(l) . . 
dim R’“) 6 dim S’“’ l 9 
that is, 0 G $im 28”) - dim Rf”! Suppose that dim Sk) = k and let 
be a chain of prime ideals ofS(“). If t is the smallest integer such that Qr 2 R(@, 
then 
is a chain of prime ideals of S(*)IR@) z (S/R)@? Since S/R is a homomorphic 
image of 2, it follows that k - t + t G n + 2. Since 
Rcnj n Q. c .,. C R(“) f~ Q, 1 
is a chain of distinct prime ideals of R(n), 
dimS~~~=k=&--1j+~k-ttI)(dimR(“)tnt~. 
ThUS 
dim S(“) - dim Rtnj 6 n t 2 , 
as we wished to show. Cl 
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That the bounds given in Proposition 5.13 are the best that can be attained is 
illustrated iti the following example. 
Exampte 5.14. Let V be a rank 4 valuation ring of the form V = K + M, where M is 
the maximal ideal of Z/and II’ is a field containing Q, with tr.d.(K/Q) = 2. It follows 
from Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 5.12 that {3 + ‘}& is the dimension sequence 
fQrM M* = Z +Rf and by 12, Corollary SS], the sequence {dim M*(“‘$u is 
(5,7,9, 10, 11, 12, 13). Now let D be a domain with identity that has dimension 
sequence f2rr + l}z=u. If R =: I’M @ D, then R* = M* @D by Proposition 2.5. One can 
now easily derive the following: 
-.-_--_-y- 
n=O 1 2 3 4 5 6 - - .-_--~_-^.~_.I..--.--._ .-- _.__I,” ..P ---- 
dim R0 34s 7 9 11 13 
dim R*(“) 5 7 9 10 11 12 13 
dim R*(“) - dim R’“) 234 3 2 10 ---...-I--- . . ..- _-._..-__ -...-_V -.._ ----.--___l-_l__I_ 
Thus, for n = 0, I or 2. 
dim R *@) -- dim Rf*) = n + 2 , 
for w = 6. 
In seeking an overring S of Rrrr’ such that S has an identity and such that 
dims - dim R(“) ’ 1s related in some nice way (e ual. for instance) to dim R’ -- dim R, 
‘1 we ask if there exists a unital extension S of R’” such that 
dimS--dimR@)=dimR* --dimR. 
The above example shows that this is not the case. For each integer n > 0 we have 
#“I = /@@I @@I, so if S is any unital extension of R(n), Proposition 2.5 implies 
that S = T @ Dtn), w h ere T is sume unital extension of M(n). Since dim T -- dim M(@ < 2. 
it follows that . 
dims- dimR(“)=9-9=0 
for n = 4. But we have already seen that dim R* - dim R = 2. 
6. Chain theorems for prime ideals 
If R is a commutative ring with identity, there are some theorems concerning 
chains of prime ideals in R@) that are extremely useful in studying the dimension 
theory of R@? Many of these theorems can be extended to rings without iderttity, 
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and while we do not make use of these results in this paper, we feel that their utility 
in rings with identity warrants their inclusion here. Each of these results can be 
proved using either of two methods. The first method is to pass to an appropriate 
localization HP of’ the ring H. Since this localization has an identity, the result is 
known over I?,. A second method is to pass to a unital extension S of R and apply 
Proposition 3.1(Z). Having thus indicated the general method of proof, we shall 
omit the proof of each result of this section. 
Proposition 6. I. Lvt P be :ro pr~par prime ideal of the ring R. If ’ 
c : Q. C l . . c 9, 
is u chain oj’ prime ideals uf R trn ) such thcE * 
Q. I--JR = . . . =Q,nR=P, 
then t G n, and qua&v h~~,kdP [f and nn& if‘ C is u maximal chairt of prime ideals 
lying wer P, 
If e denotes the chain Q O c . . . c Qk of prime ideals of R, then we call Qk the 
terminui element of the chain C? eA chain C? of proper prime ideals of R@) is 
called a special chuin if for each P in e, (P f~ R)@j is in C!. With this terminalogy, 
we state the following result. 
Proposition 6.2. 77~ fi&wittg equivulent statements huid in R (m I: 
( 1) Tire dimertsicm of R’*) curt be realized as the length of a special choirt of 
prime ideals of Rim? 
( 2 ) Sf P is a prime ideal of R WI 1 of r,wk t, then P is the terminul e!emert t of a 
ryecial chuin C? of prime ideals of Rfnl 1 such that C? has lertgth t. 
~3)1/Pisaprimeideal~~j~R~m~~ndQ= PnR, ?hen 
r(P) = r(Q’*‘) + rlpj’v”“‘) . 
For rings with identity, (1) is proved as 19, Theo&me 3, p. 35) and is &led the 
Special Chain Theorem. In fact, laffard’s proof of his Theorbme 3 establishes state- 
ment (2). A proof of (3) is given in 13, Theorem I], and the equivalence of(l), (2) 
and (3) is noted both in 13) and in [ 11. 
Let em dIEnate achain of prime ideals of Rt*), m Z t , and for 0 < i < m set 
ej="m f?RQ? WecaM?, a k*-chain of prime ideals of Rtrn) provided the fol- 
iowing conditions are satisfied, where F&j denotes the length of the chain Ci of 
prime ideals: 
(1) f?&J=k. 
(2) I G P(C,) - 2(e, ,) G P(Q) + I for 1 Gi 6 m. 
(3)L?(ei)-- Z((Zi t)iZ(Cj I)- i?(C?i 2)for2GiGm. 
For rings with identity, k’-chains are defined h [l] and are extremely useful in 
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determining the set of dimension sequences for rings with identity. The following 
result (for rings with identity) is [ 1, Theorem 3.31. 
Prapaxition 6.3. Let Q be u ma.xirrzaI prim ideal ,fR(m) (m 2 I), with r(Q) = k. 
77wn Q is the terminal elment o.f a k*-chain of prim ideals of R lsn 1. 
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